
Cloning technologies for protein expression and purification
James L Hartley
Detailed knowledge of the biochemistry and structure of

individual proteins is fundamental to biomedical research. To

further our understanding, however, proteins need to be purified

in sufficient quantities, usually from recombinant sources.

Although the sequences of genomes are now produced in

automated factories purified proteins are not, because their

behavior is much more variable. The construction of plasmids

and viruses to overexpress proteins for their purification is often

tedious. Alternatives to traditional methods that are faster, easier

and more flexible are needed and are becoming available.
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Introduction
Few proteins are abundant enough to be isolated from

their native hosts. Clearly evolution has adjusted the in
vivo level of each protein to match the needs of the cell.

The tasks for the scientist who needs a larger amount of a

protein are to contrive ways to increase its production

in an appropriate host and to facilitate its purification.

Protein overexpression requires three components: a

gene, a vector that contains the gene, and an expression

host that maximizes the amount and quality of the protein

produced by the vector–gene combination.

The choice of cloning method to insert a gene into an

expression vector is important, principally because proteins

are so varied in their behavior that it is impossible to predict

whether a protein of interest will express well, be soluble,

easy to purify, possess activity or crystallize. (For example,

in our laboratory interferon A is well behaved, interferon B

iswell behaved,but interferonC,which is comprised ofpart

of A and part of B, is insoluble.) This means that a particular

vector, expression host or affinity purification tag might not

give the desired results, and it is advisable to have in mind

howexpressionmethodscouldbe modifiedif all does notgo

as planned. Here, I describe how new cloning technologies
www.sciencedirect.com
expedite the manipulations that are often required to

obtain pure, active recombinant proteins.

Cloning for protein expression and
purification
The required amount, purity, homogeneity, and activity

of the protein of interest usually determine the choice of

expression context, vector and host. Usually the first

consideration is what host cell to use. Expression in

Escherichia coli is fast, inexpensive and scaleable, and

minimal post-translational modifications make proteins

purified from E. coli relatively homogeneous and highly

desirable for structural studies. However, in our experi-

ence most eukaryotic proteins larger than 30 kDa are

unlikely to be properly folded when expressed in E. coli
(JL Hartley et al., unpublished). Expression in mamma-

lian cells is best for activity and native structure (includ-

ing post-translational modifications), but yields are much

lower and costs are high. Eukaryotic cells have mechan-

isms that limit overexpression [1��] (see also http://video-

cast.nih.gov/PastEvents.asp, November 16, 2005), so viral

systems that subvert these mechanisms are often prefer-

able. The relative safety of insect viruses has made the

baculovirus system popular [2�], and this host–vector

combination has been used extensively. It is particularly

suitable for secretion, as commonly used insect cell lines

grow well in serum-free media, which in turn simplifies

downstream protein purification. Many signal peptides

enable some level of secretion [3�] from insect cells,

however, the baculovirus gp64/gp67 signal peptide is

usually superior (JL Hartley et al., unpublished).

The first recombinant proteins were overproduced by

simply cloning entire DNA segments on multicopy plas-

mids; that is, the amount of protein was increased by

increasing the copy number of the promoter–gene com-

bination. Later on, genes were removed from the influ-

ence of their native promoters and inserted downstream

of more powerful, inducible promoters. Now that the

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has made gene mod-

ification routine, the gene itself and regions on either side

can be modified without undue difficulty or expense.

Translation starts can be modulated, stop codons can

be removed, epitopes, affinity tags, and signal peptides

can be added (the latter by overlap PCR [4] if they are

long), and entire genes can be synthesized for optimum

codon usage. As a result, most protein expression is now

done using genes that have been modified through PCR,

even if only to add convenient cloning sites.

As most eukaryotic genes contain introns, cloning these

genes for protein expression usually begins with cDNAs.
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:359–366
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Using a cDNA as a PCR template, the gene of interest is

typically amplified (sometimes in multiple versions with

various modifications), cloned, sequenced, and then sub-

cloned into one or more expression vectors. This initial

cloning into a non-expression vector is often a big time

saver for several reasons. Firstly, unintended expression

of the gene of interest can cause toxicity and make it

difficult to clone some genes directly into an expression

vector. Secondly, many expression vectors are large (com-

plicating cloning) or have low copy number (complicating

both cloning and sequencing). Thirdly, it is surprising

how many genes, even those with good pedigrees, contain

sequence errors or single-nucleotide polymorphisms (JL

Hartley et al., unpublished). Lastly, errors in PCR primers

are common (usually owing to the low fidelity of chemical

synthesis). Thus, preliminary cloning into a smaller,

higher copy, non-expressing vector facilitates both the

cloning itself and also sequence confirmation of the gene

and motifs that have been added via PCR primers to

improve expression and protein purification.

Cloning sites and technologies
To appreciate the effect of cloning methods on protein

expression, it is necessary to catalog briefly the sequences

commonly added to genes that affect translation of the

gene or which encode domains that make the resulting
Table 1

Motifs that are commonly added to improve protein expression, purif

Element Location relative to open

reading frame

Function

Kozak (Kz)

(eukaryotic hosts)

From �1 to �6 relative to

ATG

Increases recognitio

first ATG by the ribo

Shine–Dalgarno

(SD, aka

ribosome-binding

site, rbs) (E. coli)

5 to 13 bases upstream of

ATG

Increases recognitio

ATG by the ribosom

E. coli

Epitopes Usually at the C terminus of

genes when expressed in

eukaryotic cells

Detection by antibo

(e.g. western blots)

Affinity tags Usually at the N terminus in

E. coli expression,

C terminus in eukaryotic

expression

Protein purification

Protease sites Usually upstream of the

gene

Removal of affinity

solubility tag

Solubility tags Usually at N terminus Improves solubility

translation efficienc

Secretion tags

(signal peptides)

N terminus Causes secretion to

medium or periplas

IRES (internal

ribosome entry

site)

Downstream of first gene For expression of s

gene on same mRN

eukaryotic cells

Fluorescent

protein

Usually at C terminus Readout for solubili

intracellular localiza

aa, amino acids; GFP, green fluorescent protein.
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protein more useful or easier to purify (Table 1). Many of

these motifs, along with cloning sites, are added to PCR

primers and are thus incorporated into PCR products

(typical examples shown in Figure 1). Additional protein

expression elements are found in the vectors into which

gene cassettes are introduced (Figure 2). The N- and C-

terminal cloning sites form the junctions between the

genes and the vectors that contain them. Table 2 sum-

marizes the primary cloning methods used in the protein

expression literature. For example, in a typical project

one might consider which elements in Table 1 would be

required for the expression, purification, and utility of the

desired protein, and then decide which elements can be

incorporated during PCR amplification of the gene

(Figure 1) and which would be derived from the cloning

vector (Figure 2). These factors would need to be

weighed against the availability of the desired vectors

for the available cloning technologies (Table 2).

Most protein expression plasmids are constructed with

restriction enzymes and ligase (REaL; Figure 3a). After

the desired protein configuration (see the elements in

Table 1) has been decided, a vector is acquired and the

gene is designed to be compatible with the vector (i.e.

appropriate restriction sites, tags, reading frame, orienta-

tion), usually as part of a PCR amplification step. For
ication or usefulness

Comment Refs

n of the

some

Consensus is GCCRCCATGR, where the

purines (R) at �3 and +4 are most important

[22�]

Functions in most or all eukaryotes

Can be combined with Shine–Dalgarno

n of

e in

Consensus in E. coli is GGAGG [22�,23�,

24]Less preference for the first ATG than in

eukaryotes

Can be combined with Kozak

dies Examples are myc (10 aa), hemagglutinin

(9 aa), Flag (9 aa) and His6 (6 aa)

[25]

His6 is most widely used [26]

Others are GST, biotin and Strep-Tag

or Proteases from tobacco etch virus and

rhinovirus 3C are the most specific

[27,28,

29�]

Others are thrombin and factor Xa

and

y

Most often used in E. coli expression

but sometimes helps in eukaryotic hosts

[26]

m

Proteins that are cytoplasmic (e.g. GFP)

can also be secreted when expressed

with a signal peptide

[30–32]

econd

A in

Expressing drug resistance (neomycin,

puromycin, etc.) from the same message

as the gene of interest minimizes silencing

[22�,33�]

ty or

tion

Fluorescence increases as protein becomes

more soluble

[34]

www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Model PCR products showing combinations of protein expression motifs relative to the cloning sites used to insert the gene into an expression

vector. (a) PCR product encoding a protein with a C-terminal epitope (for antibody detection or purification) or tag (for purification). (b) PCR

product encoding a protein with an upstream protease site (for removal of an N-terminal tag derived from the expression vector) and a C-terminal

epitope or tag. (c) PCR product encoding a protein secretion signal and a C-terminal epitope or tag. (d) PCR product encoding a protein without

a stop codon, so that a variety of C-terminal tags can be added by the expression vector. (e) PCR product encoding a protein that requires

the expression vector to supply both the translation start and stop (i.e. the protein will have extra amino acids from the expression vector at both

the N and C termini). Kz, Kozak; SD, Shine–Dalgarno sequence.
example, for a PCR product such as that shown in Figure

1b the cloning sites at the N and C termini must be

compatible with the chosen cloning vector, absent from

the gene itself, and positioned in the correct reading frame

and orientation. As the PCR product does not have any

translation start signals (Shine-Dalgarno or Kozak) and is

designed for subsequent removal of an N-terminal tag

(using a protease), a vector similar to those in Figure 2b or c

is appropriate, because both supply an N-terminal tag and

associated translation starts. Vectors with a multiple clon-

ing site (many restriction sites available for gene insertion)

are the most flexible, but any unused sites add extra amino

acids. Of course as these amino acids, along with the N-

terminal tag, will be removed by the protease step, these

extra amino acids are of no consequence unless they

contribute to an undesirable trait early in the procedure,

such as toxicity or insolubility. All other factors being
Figure 2

Typical combinations of protein expression elements in expression vectors.

cloning site, which may or may not be controllable. The N- and C-terminal c

tag. (b) Provides an N-terminal translation start and affinity tag. (c) A vector

cloning sites for selection against empty vector molecules (i.e. vectors that

fluorescent protein tag (e.g. green fluorescent protein) for making fluorescen

www.sciencedirect.com
equal, the vector shown in Figure 2c (where the stuffer

between cloning sites contains a toxic gene) is preferable,

as any vector that is incompletely cut or that does not

otherwise lose its toxic gene will not produce a colony.

REaL is the least expensive, if most labor-intensive, way

to clone genes for protein expression, and there are thou-

sands of vectors available. Nevertheless, many of the

virtues of the REaL approach are also liabilities. Restric-

tion sites are small and more than 200 are commercially

available, which in turn means that a site that would

otherwise be used in a cloning scheme might also be found

in an inconvenient location within the gene or vector of

interest. There are many procedures that can be used to

modify DNA ends to make them compatible with a

strategy, but these require time and practice and reagents

to execute well. A further complication is that DNA ligase
All expression vectors supply a promoter upstream of the N-terminal

loning sites can be a single site. (a) Provides a C-terminal epitope

similar to (b) but with the presence of a toxic gene between the

do not contain the gene of interest). (d) Vector containing a C-terminal

t fusion proteins. drugR, drug resistance gene; ori, origin of replication.

Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:359–366
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Table 2

Cloning methods for protein expression

Cloning method Cloning sites Size of cloning sites Comments Refs Websites

REaLa, Flexi

Vector

Restriction

sites

6–8 bp/

2–3 amino acidsb
Vectors with multiple cloning sites can add more

base pairs or amino acids

[35��] A

Direct cloning into expression vector if desired

Largest number of available vectors, but no

convention for sites, reading frame or orientation

Laborious to subclone to new vectors

Gateway SSRc

(Invitrogen)

AttB sites 21–25 bp/

7–9 amino acidsb
Large cloning sites [36,37�–39�,

40,41,42��]

B

Intitial cloning into non-expression vector

REaL vectors must be converted

Trivial to sublcone into hundreds of available

vectors

All vectors compatible

Topo (Invitrogen) Trapped

topoisomerase

9–16 bp/

3–6 amino acidsb
For cloning of PCR products (50OH required) [43] C

Vectors must be purchased

Some vectors for immediate expression

Entry to Gateway technology

Creator SSR

(ClonTech)

LoxP sites 34 bp/

11–12 amino acidsb
Large sites [44�,45�,46] D

Initial cloning into non-expression vector

REaL vectors must be converted

Easy to subclone into available vectors

C-terminal fusions must undergo splicing

All vectors compatible

InFusion

homologous

recombination

(ClonTech)

Homologies to

vector ends

14–15 bp/

5 amino acidsb
For cloning PCR products [47] E

Compatible with any vector

No convention for sequences

Vectors must be linearized

Some vectors available for immediate expression

Entry to Creator technology

Ligation-

independent

cloning

(Novagen)

Single-stranded

homologies to

vector ends

12–15 bp/

4–5 amino acidsb
No convention for sequences [6,7] F

Compatible with any REaL vector

Joining reaction is non-enzymatic (anneal sticky

ends)

Vectors must be cut

Vectors and PCR products must be resected

MAGIC Homologies to

vector

�50 bp/

�17 amino acidsb
Reactions occur inside E. coli cells [20]

Vectors must be converted

No convention for sequences

Overlap PCR Homologies to

other PCR

products

12–15 bp Used to combine PCR products into larger

molecules

[4]

Can be used to make deletions, insertions or add

larger domains to genes

Gateway

MultiSite

AttB sites 21 bp Sequence variants of attB sites used to clone

PCR products

[8�] G

Multiple sequence-confirmed clones can be

recombined into a vector in a single reaction

All reading frames and orientations determined

by attB sites in PCR primers

a Restriction enzymes and ligase.
b If the cloning sites are translated into amino acids.
c Site-specific recombination. Web sites: A, http://www.promega.com/tbs/tm254/tm254.pdf (Flexi Vector at Promega); B,

http://www.invitrogen.com/content.cfm?pageid=4072 (Gateway at Invitrogen); C, http://www.invitrogen.com/content.cfm?pageid=4073

(Topo cloning at Invitrogen); D, http://www.clontech.com/clontech/products/families/creator/index.shtml (Creator at ClonTech); E,

http://www.clontech.com/clontech/infusion/index.shtml (InFusion at ClonTech); F, http://www.emdbiosciences.com/docs/NDIS/inno05-002.pdf

(LIC at Novagen); G, http://www.invitrogen.com/content/sfs/manuals/multisite_gateway_man.pdf.
can join ends that ought to be incompatible, leading to

clones that are in the wrong orientation or reading frame.

The multitude of protein expression vectors offers a uni-

verse of solutions to cloning, expression and purification

problems, but their diversity, in both use and structure,

makes acquiring and using them a tedious process.
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:359–366
Site-specific recombination (SSR; Table 2 and Figure 3b)

is the most widely used alternative to REaL for protein

expression. (SSR occurs between specific base sequences,

whereas homologous recombination requires runs of iden-

tical sequences of no particular sequence.) The enzymes

that execute SSR combine cutting and ligation reactions
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3

Comparison of restriction enzymes and ligase (REaL) and site-specific recombination (SSR) by the Gateway method for the construction of clones

that express a protein. The starting material for both methods is a PCR product (center) in which the blue squares are either restriction sites or

recombination sites. (a) The construction of expression clones using REaL. A1, start of the direct REaL path, digestion of the PCR product with

restriction enzyme(s). A2, preparation of the expression vector with restriction enzyme(s), phosphatase treatment, etc. A3, ligation of the linear

expression vector and the PCR product. A4, start of the indirect REaL path, cloning of the PCR product (including restriction sites) into a

non-expression vector. A5, sequence confirmation of the cloned PCR product. A6, preparation of the restriction fragment for ligation into the

linear expression vector (step A3). (b) The construction of expression clones using SSR. There are two ways to add flanking recombination sites

for the Gateway SSR method. If sites 1 and 2 in the initial PCR product are Gateway attB1 and attB2 sites, the PCR product is cloned by SSR

with a Gateway pDonr vector (B1). If sites 1 and 2 are plain ends (any sequence) the PCR product is cloned by Topo cloning (B2) into a Gateway

entry vector with flanking att sites. (PCR products can also be cloned between recombination sites using REaL; not shown.) The product of either

B1 or B2 is a non-expressing source clone. B3, sequence confirmation of the cloned PCR product. B4, subcloning of the gene from the source

clone into a Gateway destination (expression) vector by SSR. The arrows on expression vectors represent promoters. ApR, ampicillin resistance.

KmR, kanamycin resistance.
in a single, concerted process, which accounts for their

exceedingly high accuracy. SSR recognition sites are

considerably longer than restriction sites, so that SSR

reactions are also extremely specific. The affinities of

SSR enzymes for their sites (compared with DNA ligase)

make their reactions relatively insensitive to the size of

the molecules involved (one SSR baculovirus vector is

more than 100 kb in length).

Both commercially available SSR cloning technologies

are derived from bacteriophages: Gateway (Invitrogen)

from phage lambda and Creator (ClonTech) from phage
www.sciencedirect.com
P1 (Table 2). The use of the Gateway technology is

illustrated in Figure 3b; the Creator technology is similar

in outline but differs in detail. Although both companies

sell a variety of protein expression vectors, they also

address the diverse needs of their customers by making

it as easy as possible to convert existing vectors to

compatibility with their technologies. Particularly for

Gateway, hundreds of vectors initially constructed for

use with REaL have been made Gateway-compatible,

not only for protein expression and purification but also

for many in vivo purposes. One of the most important

advantages of the two SSR cloning technologies is that
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:359–366
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Box 1 Recommendations for choosing cloning and expression

strategies

Cloning recommendations
It is easiest to add cloning sites (if needed) and expression,

purification and utility motifs with PCR

Use a PCR template with a verified pedigree

Do not assume that just because a particular plasmid has been used

extensively, its sequence is trustworthy

The Mammalian Gene Collection [20] is the most reliable source of

cDNAs

Always sequence cloned PCR products

Choice of expression vector

REaL is the least expensive but most labor-intensive way to clone

genes for protein expression

Thousands of vectors are available for REaL

Flexi Vector (Promega) and LIC (Novagen) offer alternatives to REaL,

but both require digestion of PCR products and vectors

For larger genes and vectors, SSR is recommended over REaL as

size is less important

SSR greatly simplifies the cloning process, dramatically improves

reliability, and allows the same insert to be subcloned into multiple

expression vectors with very little labor

SSR require larger cloning sites, but in most circumstances this has

little relevance

Gateway enzymes are expensive: most laboratories scale down the

reactions to 5 or 10 ml

The Creator enzyme (Cre recombinase) costs less and you can purify

your own [21]

Creator is less flexible than Gateway and fewer vectors are available

Gateway vectors have been modified so that subcloning reactions

can be performed inside E. coli cells

For large protein expression and purification projects, REaL and LIC

can be practical alternatives to SSR because the same vectors are

used hundreds of times and a smooth pipeline can be developed
both have adopted a convention for reading frame and

orientation. In contrast to the multitude of REaL vectors,

all Gateway and Creator vectors are compatible (i.e.

reading frame and gene orientation) with every gene

cloned into their respective systems. And, because of

powerful selections and the lack of dependence on free

DNA ends, one transfers a gene into a new expression

vector by mixing the two uncut plasmids, incubating with

SSR enzyme(s), and then transforming E. coli. Both

companies have very efficient technologies for cloning

PCR products into their SSR systems: Topo cloning from

Invitrogen and InFusion from ClonTech (Table 2).

Ligation-independent cloning (LIC; marketed by Nova-

gen) [5–7] allows PCR products to be cloned without the

need to add restriction sites. LIC involves treating linear

vectors and PCR products with an exonuclease/polymer-

ase to make precise single-stranded tails that can then be

annealed to each other. The principal disadvantages of

LIC are the difficulty in preparing new vectors and the

lack of consensus sequences, orientations, and reading

frames. Overlap PCR [4] is an easy way to combine two

PCR products into a longer molecule so as to alter the

structure of a gene (e.g. to add a signal peptide for

secretion or to make a deletion). In using Gateway Multi-

Site, different recombination sites are added to PCR

products which are then cloned and sequenced. SSR

enzymes acting at the recombination sites remove multi-

ple (typically three) inserts from their respective non-

expressing vectors, link them end to end, and clone them

into an expression (destination) vector in a single reaction

[8�,9�,10,11�].

Conclusions and recommendations
In light of the above discussion, recommendations for

choosing the best cloning and expression strategies are

summarised in Box 1. Cloning for protein expression and

purification is most conveniently approached through

PCR, which facilitates the introduction of necessary

modifications to the coding sequence (e.g. the inclusion

of expression, purification and utility motifs; Table 1). A

cloned and sequenced PCR product can then be moved

into expression vectors with restriction enzymes and

ligase (REaL), but the greater ease and reliability of

cloning methods based on SSR are making them an

increasingly popular alternative. As the size of genes

and vectors increase, one might consider switching from

REaL to SSR, where size matters much less. SSR greatly

simplifies the cloning process, dramatically improves

reliability, and allows the same insert to be subcloned

into multiple expression vectors with very little labor (i.e.

supercoiled plasmids are mixed, incubated and trans-

formed). The penalty is larger cloning sites, but in most

circumstances this has little relevance. Both the Gateway

and Creator systems for SSR offer pros and cons (see Box

1); for a comparison of Gateway and Creator in a high-

throughput setting see the article by LaBaer et al. [12�]. In
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:359–366
a recent advance, Gateway vectors have been modified so

that subcloning reactions can be performed inside E. coli
cells [13�,14�], which could offer a very low cost alter-

native for SSR cloning.

For large protein expression and purification projects,

such as those undertaken by the laboratories of the

Protein Structure Initiative [15–17], REaL and LIC

can be practical alternatives to SSR because the same

vectors are used hundreds of times and a smooth pipeline

can be developed. MAGIC is an in vivo method that

employs homologous recombination [18�] and seems well

suited to high-throughput production, but thus far it has

been applied only to the synthesis of short-hairpin RNA

[19].

In summary, recent advances have led to new methods of

cloning genes for the overexpression and purification of
www.sciencedirect.com
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proteins. These technologies are faster, easier to use and

more flexible. In the future we are likely to witness

further improvements, as interest moves from the gen-

ome to the proteome and the need to obtain purified

proteins intensifies.
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